
The Small Kitchen Solution
(Download)

You’d be surprised what you can accomplish in a small kitchen. With even just a few of
these suggestions you’ll be outperforming folks with big kitchens in no time!

Your oven is also a shelf
Put those racks to use and store some of your larger or less used baking trays in there.
Just avoid storing anything that isn’t oven safe in the oven, because someone will
eventually preheat the oven without checking to see what is inside �rst.

Counterspace is gold!

If you don’t use something at least once a week,
it doesn’t belong on the counter

Keep your recipe o� the counter with magnets! Pick up some adhesive metal plates and
a magnet or two to stick your recipe up where you can see it and not take up your
counter space.

Make more counter space!
Oven covers (also called “burner covers”) and sink covers/cutting boards can add a
signi�cant amount of work space to your kitchen. Plus, it makes the space look cleaner
when you’re not cooking

You can make an oven cover by taking 2 cutting boards, each about half the size
of your stovetop, and attaching little legs on the bottom to make them tall
enough to sit above your burners. Directions here

This over the sink drying rack saves counter space and can be tucked away
when you don’t need it.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/188AwoqYvWaTdG3pEvg8utL9Oi0R6QysI0toYeVyp_1s//export?format=pdf
https://www.amazon.com/SALEX-Replacement-Magnetic-Magnets-Adhesive/dp/B093DQBPTF/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=magnetic+metal+with+adhesive+backing&qid=1663870319&sprefix=magnetic+metal+with+ad%2Caps%2C138&sr=8-3
https://www.thekitchn.com/how-to-make-burner-covers-cooking-lessons-from-the-kitchn-198710
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00P8KHRIU


Tiered/stackable cooling racks can be used for more than just cooling cookies and
cakes. Use the multiple tiers to stack your pre-measured ingredients or plated and
ready meals so you aren’t spreading out all over the counter.

Fold-down tables can easily be picked up at stores like Ikea and will give you more
counter space when you need it, but still has the flexibility to go away when you don’t.

Space above the cabinets is still space
Use a storage divider to store your pans above your cabinets and fridge. This frees up
valuable cabinet space and removes the hassle of dealing with “nested” pans when you
always need the one at the bottom

Some cabinets can even have the kick boards below them replaced with pull out
shelves. While a “premium” option, this can be a huge space saver for small kitchens.

Use your walls and hang stu�!
Pegboards are great for more than just the garage. Get a cheap one from your local
hardware store so you can use any brand of hooks and not just the proprietary ones the
manufacturer makes (*cough* I’m looking at you, Ikea). Even Julia Child used a
pegboard in her kitchen to keep things tidy and visible.

Bonus, once you have a layout you like you can outline each tool. This not only
gives the peg board a �nished look, but it also helps other family members know
exactly where each tool should go when they return it (no more excuses like “I
didn’t know where to put it”)

If you don’t want to go full-on-peg-board, you can buy lots of 3M hooks, under counter
hooks, or wall hooks to hang things throughout your kitchen.

Hanging pan racks can also save you a ton of storage space. Previously reserved for
luxury homes, the price of this space saving tool has decreased dramatically in recent
years.

https://www.amazon.com/Hiware-3-Tier-Stainless-Steel-Cooling/dp/B093GCTL26/ref=sr_1_5?crid=2PUIJ0LS20FKT&keywords=stackable+cooling+racks&qid=1663869077&sprefix=stackable+cooling+racks%2Caps%2C144&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.com/Organized-Living-Large-Divider-White/dp/B003I5J1MM/ref=pd_sim_sbs_hg_6?ots=1&slotNum=0&imprToken=bcc1b334-d198-57fb-af5&ie=UTF8&refRID=1WA708A6RX90AP95ASJV&asc_campaign=KT-216779&asc_refurl=https://www.thekitchn.com/how-i-organize-my-baking-pans-deb-perelman-of-smitten-kitchen-organizing-tips-from-the-experts-216779&asc_source=KT-WEB&tag=kitchn-20
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=under+shelf+hooks&crid=26GTZZB1O0KDT&sprefix=under+shelf+hooks%2Caps%2C148&ref=nb_sb_noss_1
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=under+shelf+hooks&crid=26GTZZB1O0KDT&sprefix=under+shelf+hooks%2Caps%2C148&ref=nb_sb_noss_1
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=wall+hooks&crid=3G65ZUUMJITM6&sprefix=wall+hook%2Caps%2C180&ref=nb_sb_noss_1
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=hanging+pan+rack&ref=nb_sb_noss_1


You can drill holes into the things you own…
If you have tools that you want to hang, but don’t have holes for hanging, drill one
yourself. It’s your tool anyway. Examples are spatulas, wooden spoons, measuring cups
and spoons.

Get a magnetic knife strip
Knives should never be kept in the drawer for both safety and maintenance concerns,
but knife blocks take up far too much space on a counter. Buying a magnetic knife strip
solves both of these problems.

This will not only free up counter and drawer space, but keeps your knives sharp longer
since they aren’t getting jostled around in a drawer with other utensils.

Matching vessels stack better
We tend to slowly accumulate random pans and dishes over time, but di�erent
brands don’t tend to play well with others when it comes to stacking nicely. Keep
your 2 favorites of each type of pan and ditch the rest.

Decorative pans look great, but tend to take up the most space. There are a
million di�erent ways to improve presentation without �lling your cabinets with a
pan that only gets used once a year. Gift it to a friend who will use it more
regularly or has a kitchen with too much storage space (if that exists)

This also includes mismatched tupperware. Most kitchens have an entire drawer
or cabinet dedicated to mismatched food storage vessels. Either buy more of
the ones you already have and like, or ditch all of them and start fresh. Plastic
deli containers work great, can handle the freezer or microwave, and they’re
cheap! Plus, they all stack together nicely and they all use the exact same lid!

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01G7JUPK2/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01G7JUPK2/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1


Unitaskers - get rid of them!
Garlic slicers, strawberry stemmers, anything that was once or could ever be on
an infomercial should be thrown away. There is only one thing in the kitchen that
should have a single job, and that’s the �re extinguisher.

Tools that can accomplish multiple tasks fairly well are
better than tools that can accomplish a few things really

well.
Example, an immersion blender. It can accomplish most of the tasks of a full
size/countertop blender, but �ts into a drawer and is easy to clean. They’re also great
for making homemade mayo, blending soup while it’s still in the original pot, and even
making a quick salsa.

Universal pan lids allow you to cut down on
clutter without losing functionality.
Lids tend to be one of the biggest space wasters in a kitchen. Whether it’s a pan lid with
an awkward shape and handle, mismatched tupperware lids, or just something that
blocks you from nicely nesting your pots, addressing your lid problem can save you a lot
of space.

A pan can also be a lid… Just place one pan, cooking side down, on top of another to
create a lid while you’re cooking. This has the added bene�t of a longer handle than you
would typically have on a lid.

Pre-measure your ingredients
Measuring out your ingredients before you start cooking or baking means the various
tubs, bags, and canisters are no longer taking up workspace while you are actively
cooking and baking.

Clean as you go.
Done with a bowl? Stack it with the others in the sink and allow them to soak. The
soaking also makes clean up easier when you are done.



Use a Bain Marie
A Bain Marie will keep your utensils clean while cooking. This allows you to use fewer
utensils, which will then keep more counter space open and available

A Bain Marie is a vessel with warm water in it. I like tall, narrow, vessels because
they hold things like spatulas without threat of tipping the whole thing over.
Before you start cooking or baking, pour some warm water into your vessel then
simply place your utensils in the Bain Marie when you aren’t actively using them
and pull each one back out when you need it.


